DECIDUOUS TREE ID CHART

DE deciduous trees

Leaf buds, no needles

Opposite buds/branching

Opposite buds/branching

Alternate buds/branching

Alternate buds/branching

Leaf buds, no needles

DECIDUOUS TREES

LEAF BUDS, NO NEEDLES

OPPOSITE BUDS/BRANCHING

ROUGH BARK

EAR-LIKE RIDGES ON BARK

SUGAR MAPLE

LIGHT GREY, CORKY BARK

BLACK ASH

BARK HAS ALPHABET LETTERS

WHITE ASH

SMOOTH BARK, NOT ROUGH OR FLAKY

PALE GREY BARK

AMERICAN BEECH

SMOOTH BARK, NOT ROUGH OR FLAKY

PAPERY SHREDS AND CURLS

YELLOW BARK

YELLOW BIRCH

ROUGH BARK

WHITE BARK

WHITE BIRCH

ROUGH BARK

BARK HAS LONG RIDGES

BASSWOOD

SCALY BARK LIKE BURNT CORNFLAKES

BLACK CHERRY